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Adequate and Appropriate Methodology
By Scott Cullen, RCA #348, and Joseph D. McNeil, RCA #299
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Introduction
of care if they do not select and apply
ASCA’s Standards of Professional Prac- some particular or “standard” method.
tice, or SPP (2011), defines arboricultural consulting as a “profession which Purpose
involves the application of technical This article considers how Consulting
knowledge, analytical skills and profes- Arborists properly select suitable methsional judgment to arboricultural-related ods. We use properly to mean in a manfacts and circumstances.” In the course of ner that satisfies both an overall duty of
care and more spetheir work, Concific practice stansulting Arborists Consulting Arborists
dards as established
carry out a wide
by the SPP.
range of arbori- have broad discretion
cultural investiga- to exercise professional
This article concludes
tions using various
judgment
in
selecting
that the SPP gives
investigative and
Consulting Arborists
analytical tools suitable methods…
discretion to
(i.e., methods).
there is no duty to use broad
exercise professional
Methodology and any particular method.
judgment in selecting
method are not
suitable methods, and
synonymous. In an ASCA context, meth- that there is no duty to use any particular
odology can be understood as a broad or “standard” method.
umbrella that encompasses the various
particular methods, practices, and tech- Background
niques that Consulting Arborists might ASCA Standards of Professional
employ. For example, Merriam Webster Practice
< home
(2015a) defines methodology
as “a body of The purpose of the SPP is to provide
methods, rules, and postulates employed “guidance for members to govern their
by a discipline.” Wikipedia (2015) suggests professional conduct” (ASCA 2007,
that “methodology offers the theoretical 2011). The original ASCA Code of Ethunderpinning for understanding which ics, written around the time that ASCA
method, set of methods, or so-called ‘best was founded in 1967, included seven brief
practices’ can be applied to specific case…” articles or ethical principles. In practice,
it was too vague to provide useful pracIn our experience, Consulting Arbor- tice guidance or to be enforceable.
ists are sometimes criticized or even
attacked—by attorneys, other experts, In 1995, ASCA decided to develop more
or other Consulting Arborists—as hav- specific standards of professional pracing violated an overall duty of care or a tice, suited to the evolving nature of
supposed professional practice standard arboricultural consulting (Cullen and

Day 1996). ASCA commissioned author
Scott Cullen to study the standards of
other professional organizations and to
draft a new ASCA standards document.
Author Joe McNeil served on a new Standards of Professional Practice Committee, which molded the draft into the
form of SPP that was adopted by ASCA
membership in 1996. (Duke 1995, Palys
1996) In 2000, serving as SPP committee chair, Joe worked with an
< ASCA
hometask
force to study and provide a recommendation regarding enforcement of the SPP
(Young et al. 2000). Thus, as authors of
this article, we are particularly familiar
with the development and implementation of SPP’s provisions.

Documenting Evidence – Process and Practice
By Julian Dunster, Dunster & Associates Environmental Consultants Ltd.

Every day, arborists encounter situations you are seeing and discussing may lead
where they need to document site and others to a very different opinion.
tree conditions, work processes, or specific aspects that might be needed later Describing evidence requires effective
on. Learning how to document and communication, which includes writexplain evidence is important for any ten or verbal descriptions, photographs,
assignment, whether it is a simple letter, sketches, diagrams, and plans. These
or an expert report for court testimony. forms of communication are used to tell
In all cases, the way in which evidence is the story. They describe:
documented determines how well future
analysis can be undertaken. Well-doc- What you saw at various scales.
umented evidence allows analysis to
proceed smoothly. Poorly documented • How you recognised the evidence.
hinders or misleads analysis • How you analysed it.
Economist,evidence
SAF Certified
Forester, ISA Certified Arborist
and creates additional time-consuming, • How you interpreted all of this to arrive
expensive steps that could have been
at your opinions.
avoided. At worst, issues of interpretation may become hard to resolve, simply To collect and document evidence
because the available evidence was poorly effectively, several important steps are
documented, leading to adverse decisions required. You need to know:
that should have been avoidable. In pracdata collected
many
of on
these
urban1. What to look for and how to find it.
tice, if you in
are out
working
a site, and
may one day
to refer
what you 2. What you are looking at and
tree inventories
areneed
needed
forto calculating
understand its implications.
saw (or think you saw), documenting evithe economic
value
of
the
trees.
When
dence is important.
3. What to sample and why.
tree inventory (or urban forest manage-4. How best to collect and record the
What is evidence?
ment) software
programs are used in tree data.
Evidence : Something that tends to prove 5. How to describe what you saw.
inventories,
a module
or section
in the6. How to best analyse the evidence
or disprove
the existence
of an alleged
th
softwarefact.program
often
can9be
used to collected, and be aware of the
Edition.)
(Black’s Law
Dictionary,
strengths and weaknesses of
calculate the economic value of the trees. various
any one approach.
Evidence is the information you analMy experience
evaluating
and using
ysed to form
your conclusions.
It is the the7. How to discern the important from
the
irrelevant
foundation
of
your
analysis,
discussions,
various software programs in urban tree
conclusions, and opinion. For your opininventory
projects since 1990 validates
ion to be accepted as true, the evidence, Finally, you have to clearly understand
that theandeconomic
value
of urban
your analysis and
interpretation
of itsfor-the ethics and professional protocols that
must follow in
a well
reasoned
these steps. Pitfalls
ests hasimplications,
been calculated
these
proj-go withMeasuring
a treeabound,
trunk. and
thought pattern. If your conclusions are in a legal setting they can undermine,
ects for not
more
than
two
decades,
and
supported by the evidence, then what theif not completely discredit, your efforts.

Using Economic Values to Make Municipal
Urban Forestry Decisions

The ASCA board occasionally made
minor revisions to the SPP up to 2007.
In 2011, a new task force recommended
simplifying the standards to their current
form (ASCA 2011). Some of the supporting detail is now provided in the Guide
to a Professional Consulting Practice (ASCA
By John
2012). For some detail, including definitions, it remains useful to refer to the
earlier standards (ASCA 2007).

A. Harris, RCA #468, Landscape

Duty of Care and Standards of Care

In society, we all have a duty of care;
The
that is, a legal obligation to act with
rea-“green” of a community or city is
sonable diligence and skill in particufound in the natural environment. Curlar circumstances (Garner 2014,rent
ISA programs promoting Green Build2014). Property owners, for example,
ing Principles, Green Building Certificahave a duty of care to ensure a reasonable degree of safety for people or tions,
prop- LEED (Leadership in Energy &
erty near their trees (Dunster 2013,Environmental
p. 11;
Design), and reducing
Smiley et al. 2011, Table P1). Consulting
energy costs of buildings or whole comArborists similarly have a duty of care

An Evaluation of Plant Root Simulator Probes in
an Arid Environment

American Society of Consulting Arborists
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By Douglas J. Merkler, Resource Soil Scientist, USDA–NRCS

Proper soil fertility can often be the
key to the long-term success of plantings. Most of what we know about ion
uptake by plant roots is derived from
studies using hydroponic methods of
plant culture. In the real world, plants
experience very different conditions.
Soils are notoriously heterogeneous
in terms of both their chemistry and
physics.
Extreme soil types, the so-called problem soils, are those that limit plant
growth by deficiencies or excesses of
various elements. In addition, variations in pH may exert potent indirect
effects on the availabilities of essential
nutrients, as well as directly impacting
root growth and leading to concentrations of potentially toxic ions, such as
aluminum and manganese. Sampling
for soil chemistry within the root zone
is not always an easy endeavor.

munities all present themselves as helping communities become more green. As
professionals in natural resources management—or the Green Industry—many
ASCA members know that the green of
communities is found in the trees and
landscapes—the natural environment
between the buildings and pavements.

resulting economic value of the trees is

used by some
cities
their
management
American
Society
of Consulting Arborists
in place
onfor
the
Virgin
simulator (PRS) probes manufactured Figure 2. PRS probes
town planners, community
planning,
codeprofile.
enforcement, and budget
in the soil
by (WAI) WesternToAghelp
Innovations
of River floodplain,
planners, architects, engineers, politi- decisions.
Saskatchewan, Canada.
WAI
markets
cians, and
other
professionals involved
this type of ion-exchange
resin
in building
and memmaintaining our com- The most frequently used valuation
find “morehere
green,” we can show method for calculating the economic
brane. The resultsmunities
summarized
the economic
value of the urban value of an urban forest during tree
were published by them
Drohan,
et al., Soil
forest. An economic
value for trees can inventories is the Trunk Formula Method
Sci. Soc. Am. J. 69:1482–1491
(2005).
be calculated and used in city and community decision-making. Using the val-
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To accomplish these steps, documentation has to be thorough. You need to
know and understand the subject matter and the various procedures and protocols used in collecting and analysing evidence. The procedures used, along with
the thought processes and decisions that
led to the final opinion, need to be effectively and ethically reported and communicated. Describing these steps allows
others, who have never seen the site, to
clearly see the same thing and derive
their own opinions.
Evidence includes the body of factual
items, such as oral and written testimony,
statistics, examples of similar items, and
comparisons and analogies, along with
supporting information such as documents, photographs, maps, and physical evidence (e.g., soil samples, pieces
of wood). Taken together, the evidence
shows how you formed your opinion
about whether or not a hypothesis is true
or false.
Evidence is strongest when it provides
incontrovertible proof that there is a
direct link between the cause and the
effect. Evidence is at its weakest when
the link between the cause and effect is
consistent with one assertion but may be
open to other assertions that are equally
plausible.

Using evidence
Evidence is used to support an opinion.
To be credible, the evidence must be supported with data and “facts.” It must be
convincing, provable “beyond reason-
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of the Cost Approach, as described in the
Guide for Plant Appraisal.

Some of the reasons
fororthe
probes’
uation
appraisal
methods from the
popularity are theirGuide
easeforofPlant
use,Appraisal,
their as produced The Trunk Formula Method of valuation
the Council
of Tree and Landscape has been most commonly incorporated
reported ability tobyprovide
a reliable
and published
measure of nutrientAppraisers
availability
over a by the Interna- into software database programs because
tional Society
of Arboriculture,
provides the calculation has steps that can be autovariety of soil conditions,
their ability
to
a viable and defensible economic value mated and because the required data for
extract a diverse suite
of elements from
for an urban forest.
the calculation is readily obtained as part
have aorpositively
the soil at once, and their affordability Anion probesof(orange)
tree evaluations
assessments in tree
simultaneously
and speed of analysis.
Compared
with charged
Cities
and communities
across themembrane
inventorytofield
work. Not every urban
United States
andmeamany other
countries
forest management
database
contains the
attract
and adsorb
all negatively
charged
chemical-based extractions,
ions
havethought
done, or to
arebe
considering
doing,
exact
same(NO
calculation
steps or uses every
), phosphate
such as
nitrate
sured with resins are
a anions,
3
tree inventories.
These projects
typistep2-in
the
Trunk
Formula
Method,
so
2better index of relative
plant nutrient
(Hare
PO
,
HPO
),
and
sulfate
(SO
).
2
4
4
4
cally carried out in order to locate
and
a user
needs to decide which
software
availability.
Cation
probesprogram
(purple)
have
a negatively
evaluate the trees within an urban
forest
is the
best
match for how they
charged
to simultaneously
located on public property. Some
of themembrane
want to perform
urban forest or tree valPRS probes are ion exchange resin attract and adsorb all positively charged
membranes held in plastic supports cations, such as ammonium (NH +),

Inventory of palm trees.

uation. Comparing these programs and
providing the details of the tree valuation
modules or sections can be addressed in
a separate article in the future.
One of the most common concerns about
using the Trunk Formula Method for
valuing trees in large-scale tree inventory projects is a belief that this method
overvalues or overstates the value of trees.
Research efforts by Dr. David Nowak of
the USFS, and separately by Dr. Gary
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Classified Ads

Classified ads are a great way to find new employees or
announce business opportunities. Payment must accompany
copy. Send your classified ads to the ASCA office by email.

Mechanical Requirements
• Files must be sent via email.
• Acceptable formats are hi-res JPEG and PDF.

General Information

Number of Words

Members

Non-members

Up to 200 Words

$50

$125

Each additional 100
words thereafter

• Advertising rates are effective October 1 through September
30 of the following year.

$25

$45

• Payment is due with signed contract and by final closing date
for each issue.

Design Services
ASCA offers in-house design services to help you with your ad
design needs. Please call ASCA at (301) 947-0483 for rates. Any
ads submitted that do not meet the proper size requirements
will be reset, and production charges will be incurred at
advertiser’s expense.

Publisher Indemnities
Publisher reserves the right to mark “advertisement” on copy
that readers might confuse with editorial content, and to refuse
copy that offends good taste or takes unfair competitive
advantage.

• Signed contract must accompany ad.
• No refunds will be given on advertising payments. If ASCA
membership is not renewed, member ad rates will revert to
non-member rates.
• When change of copy is not received by final closing date,
publisher reserves right to print ad from previous issue.
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